Treatment of pilonidal disease in short-stay surgery: personal method

Introduction

The treatment of pilonidal sinus (P.S.), a frequent disease, represents for the surgeon a not simple problem because of post-surgery complications and high recurrence rates.

The P.S. is the more frequent lesion of sacrococcygeal region in young grownups, specially between II and III decade of age with more incidence in the male sex (1,1%) than female sex (0,11%) (1, 2).

About etiology, until now not clear, assumes more credit the hypothesis of an acquired mechanism than congenital, in accord to our anatomo-pathology results that prove the first (3, 4, 5, 6).

The surgical treatment of this disease has to respect some basic rules: short hospital stay, treatment by local anesthesia, poor complications and lack of recidivations; all this to obtain a fast return to work with good compliance of the patient.

Many methods have been performed in the past years, always to obtain results in accord to rules before described, and all this underlines the importance of a gold procedure.

After the examination of many surgical procedures, from marsupialization supported by some authors to avoid recurrences, to primary closure (1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) that reduce the time of hospital stay but has affected by complications and high recurrence rate, now we want to...
illustrate our technique that, in accord to rules before described, is able to obtain good results on long term.

**Materials and methods**

In ten years we have treated 315 patients with pilonidal disease; 25% (n. 79) with P.S. not complicated, 70% (n. 221) with multifistulas, 5% (n. 15) with fistulas far away some centimeters from internatal line. Almost all patients (312 equal to 99%) have been treated by excision and direct suture. By loco-regional anesthesia we have highlighted the fistula by coloration with methilene blue, after has been performed an incision comprehending all fistula, with excision of tissue unto presacral band. The hemostasys has been performed by diathermcoagulathor only for bigger vases, the closure by silky stitches (according to Donati), comprehending cutis, subcutis and presacral band (Figg. 1-2). This last procedure has been performed to obtain haemostasis and, first of all, the persistence of residuary cavity, which is, according to us, a main cause of recurrence. Lastly has been juxtaposed a roll of lint on the wound and here attached with medication by strip to obtain a good compression on wound for 24 hours in the post operative period. In 3 patients (1%) with multifistulas far away from internatal line we have used the method of excision and rebuilding by skin flap transposition, described by Dufourmental (7). The patients have been discharged on second day after rimotion of the roll and medication; on sixty day, by ambulatorial check, have been removed the stitches. The follow-up has been performed on regular lags, depilating near wound, unto recovery and consolidation of scar; further check has been performed at 3, 6 and 12 months.

**Results**

We have not had intraoperative complications; about morbility there have been 12 cases (4%) of seromas, treated conservatively by evacuative puncture and compression, and healed between fifth e eight day for diagnosis; in other cases we have obtained a good healing on twelfth day. In the next follow-ups have been highlithed 10 cases (3%) of recurrances in patients with multifistulas, some near vent: thesee patients have been underwented by the same procedure.

**Discussion and conclusions**

Between many methods adopted until now for therapy of P.S., we perform since always the technique of radical excision of fistula unto sacral band and suture of cutis, subcutis and band with silk stitches (according to Donati) and compression on surgical wound. With this method, used in primary diseases and in the recurrences, we have obtained very good results, in short and long time, with less of recurrences. Is very important, to obtain good results and to avoid recurrences, the hygiene and systematic depilation of sacrococcygeal region. Our experience about the treatment of the P.S., in shortstay and in day-hospital, with local anesthesia, has accepted by patients and the results until now obtained, with fast healing, low recurrences rate and fast return to work, emphasize the usefulness of this technique.

---

*Fig. 1: Intraoperative Image: the closure by silky stitches (according to Donati), comprehending cutis, subcutis and presacral band.*

*Fig. 2: Pattern of the stitch.*
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